FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Renee wins Lutchman Memorial Golf Tournament

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad – 5th November 2014 - Joseph Renee won the Lutchman Memorial Golf Tournament, which was held on Saturday at the Chaguaramas Golf Club.

Renee finished ahead of national senior player Neil Lutchmansingh, with Khaleel Nabbie in third place.

National junior player Brandon Matabadal finished a creditable 8th place.

The Lutchman Memorial is named after former national player Carlton Lutchman, who died at the golf course in 1993.

He represented this country on eight occasions and competed for the Hoerman Cup, Francis Steel Perkins, and also played in the Seniors and Super Seniors divisions.

Here are the full results:

RESULTS OF THE LUTCHMAN MEMORIAL HELD ON SATURDAY 1ST NOVEMBER, 2014
WINNER ---- JOSEPH RENEE
2ND PLACE --- NEIL LUTCHMANSINGH
3RD PLACE --- KHALEEL NABBIE
4TH PLACE --- CLINTON O’BRIEN
5TH PLACE --- STANLEY JAMES
6TH PLACE --- SUNDAR NARINESINGH
7TH PLACE --- RICHARD LUTCHMAN
8TH PLACE --- BRANDON MATABADAL
9TH PLACE --- NEVILLE GEE TOAH
10TH PLACE - RICHARD CAMACHO
NEAREST THE PIN 16TH HOLE - THOMAS SMITH
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